
  

FORTHCOMING EVENTS AUGUST- NOVEMBER 2022
TUESDAY AUGUST 23  rd   VASILIS XENOPOULOS & NIGEL PRICE
A long-standing and very popular partnership - two Marlow
Jazz Club favourites –  the brilliant  Greek saxophone star
Vasilis and the award winning guitarist Nigel who both can
always be relied upon to produce a spectacular gig. They
will  be backed by special  guest  pianist  Rob Barron (last
seen at the Club with Salena Jones) plus Elliot Toms  on
drums, Stuart Barker bass. You won't want to miss this. £10
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 13  th   8.30pm KAREN SHARP AND FREDDIE GAVITA

TUESDAY OCTOBER 18  th   8.30pm RETURN OF THE GENIUS GARY POTTER

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 15  th   ONE OF OUR MOST AMBITIOUS GIGS EVER !!!!
THE GREAT GREG ABATE ON TOUR FROM THE USA ALONGSIDE ALAN BARNES

See our review page for pictures of earlier gigs this year!    
*Don’t forget that the BBO Berks Bucks & Oxon Big Band are at the Legion with their very

popular charity concerts last Thursday of the month 8.15pm. 16 jazzmen + 2 vocalists,
and jazz at Hedsor Bar near Bourne End every Thursday 8.30pm Martin Hart's Trio plus guests.

*Marlow FM’s Jazz Show “Swing That Music” Sundays 6pm to 8pm repeated Monday 10pm to
Midnight.  97.5 FM locally or on-line www.marlowfm.co.uk with “listen again” facility. Also

goes worldwide via Pure Jazz Radio, New York: www.purejazzradio.com

AT THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION HALL
MARLOW SL7 1NT (next to Railway Station)

See home page for full directions.

The first lady of British Jazz who is a multi-award winner on both tenor and 
baritone saxes. We feel very lucky to find a spare date in her very busy diary. 
Joining her, and first time at the Club, Freddie, a fine young trumpet player, 
well used to playing alongside Karen. Frank Harrison on piano, Stuart 
Barker, bass and Elliot Toms, drums. All previous gigs with Karen have seen 
big crowds so advance reservation might be best to get a good seat !  £10

Best seats at these can be reserved in advance: Tel: 01628 486571 or michael@jazzfans.co

Now widely recognised as Number One guitarist in the style of Django Reinhardt, 
Gary has been one of our most popular guests for many decades – his talent is 
nothing short of amazing. For the last few years he has always provided the 
Christmas gig but we always worry about bad weather as he has such a long way 
to come to see us – North Wales! So this year it is a bit earlier ! T.B.C. but he 
should be joined by his regular “Hot Club” Quintet, all stars in their own right – 
Mike Piggott violin, Nils Solberg guitar, and Andy Crowdy bass. Gary has just 
recorded an album with a major star in the pop and rock world – all a bit “Hush 
Hush” at present but full details soon! Gary attracts guitar fans from far and wide 
so another one you might want to reserve a seat, but still pay at the door - £10

Depending on which USA Jazz Magazine you read Greg is either 
Number One in the world Alto Sax or Number Two Alto Sax, 
whichever it is he is without doubt one of the top names in jazz 
today, and as well as sax also plays some tasty flute. It will be very 
special to see him back in Marlow, but this time the major added 
attraction of our good friend Alan Barnes (various saxes) 
alongside, plus our resident trio, Frank Harrison on piano. This is a 
gig that deserves, and will probably get, a full house, but it is still 
just £10
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